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Inspired by Chaka Khan, the iKhanic Straight Wig 
is this season’s must-have accessory! It is a fully-
adjustable wig with an undetectable 4x4 freestyle 
parting lace closure. Created using Indique’s Bounce 
Blow-Out, iKhanic Straight can be worn in its natural 
state, curled, or flat ironed. This texture has low luster, 
making any style look super natural. The iKhanic 
Straight unit contains approximately 10.5oz of hair.

Learn more or purchase your new look today at

CHAKABYINDIQUE.COM



Loren, Model, is wearing the
iKhanic Straight Wig in 18”

from Chaka by Indique.



Check out how some of our Ambassadors rock 
their Indique!





Icon Chaka Khan and hairstylist George Fuller 
have partnered with Indique to create an exclusive 
collection highlight Chaka’s signature textured looks.

Learn more or purchase your new look today at

CHAKABYINDIQUE.COM



Through an innovative chemical-free 
process, the Bounce Collection features 
steam textured Indian hair extensions. 
Pricing starts at $169.

Discover the secret of the orient—
vibrant, lustrous, virgin hair from South 
East Asia. Pricing starts at $75.

Our newest innovation—Vietnamese hair 
that has been machine drawn to ensure 
that all the cuticles are aligned in the 
same direction. Pricing starts at $45.

PURE STRAIGHT: Enjoy a style that is super sleek and  
practically carefree! PURE Straight has the perfect amount  
of body and natural sheen. 

This prized collection consists of  
hand-picked pieces of genuine, 100% 
Indian remy hair. Pricing starts at $149.

PURE WAVY: This alluring and supple texture is one of our 
most sought after patterns. Each piece has a unique yet 
blendable wave pattern. PURE Wavy possesses the versatility 
to create a number of styles while maintaining its original 
wave pattern.

PURE CURLY: Whether you prefer to sport a glorious crown of 
natural ringlets or something sleek and chic, this texture has 
the ability to be extremely versatile. There are endless style 
options with PURE Curly.  

BALI STRAIGHT: The Bali Straight texture is completely natural 
and untouched. Bali Straight has natural shine, body, and 
holds curls beautifully. 

BODY WAVE: Body Wave has a defined S-pattern with a 
subtle curl toward the end. This texture is perfect for long-
lasting curls and waves, and flat irons beautifully.

ZEN STRAIGHT: Enjoy the look of a fresh press with a  
natural low luster and tapered ends. This texture has undergone 
a special 3-day steaming process to achieve a straight texture 
with a slight kink.  

RELAXED WAVY: We’ve created a hybrid from two of the
most sought after textures, Relaxed Straight and Wavy. 
Relaxed Wavy is perfect for those who love wavy hair but 
desire a little more texture with low luster.  

NATURAL ROOTS: Are you transitioning or searching for a 
texture with a little more thickness near the root for blending? 
Natural Roots features a coarse, relaxed straight texture near 
the weft with a silky, natural straight texture throughout.

RELAXED STRAIGHT: Love straight hair but desire more 
texture? Relaxed Straight is a favorite among clients, whether 
natural or relaxed, who desire a straight look with low luster 
and thickness. 

BEACH WAVE: Do you want effortless, defined, and tousled 
waves? Beach Wave’s distinct wave pattern makes it the 
perfect wash-and-go texture!

DEEP WAVE: Do you love naturally curly textures but desire 
something with a bit more fullness? BOUNCE Deep Wave is 
the perfect match! Deep Wave is packed with tons of volume 
and gorgeous waves, allowing you to create a fabulous style 
paired with the perfect cut.

COIL CURL: Do you desire a curl pattern that is tight yet soft, 
voluminous, and defined? Coil Curl gives a heavily textured look 
with medium luster and low maintenance. 

ORGANIC CURL: Have you been searching for a lightweight 
texture that has the ability to achieve naturally kinky styles? 
Organic Curl is our curliest texture yet, providing a very full 
look with low luster.

BLOW-OUT:  Are you looking for hair with the ideal blend of 
coarseness that emulates the perfect blow out? Blow-Out will 
blend seamlessly with your pressed or blown out natural hair.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM INDIQUE:

Our Collection of Colored Virgin South East
Asian Hair

Our Collection of Keratin-Tip Virgin Indian Hair

Our Collection of Innovative, Quick & Easy to Apply 
Hair Extensions

Our Collection of Exclusive Hair Care Products

CLOSURES, 
FRONTALS & WIGS

Lace Base Closures, Frontals, and Wigs in 
Several Sizes, Styles, and Textures

TAHITIAN WAVE: The perfect blend of tousled, touchable 
waves with a natural taper at the ends and just enough 
volume. This texture has undergone a special 3-day steaming 
process to achieve its unique wave pattern.

FIJI CURL: Fiji Curl is a low luster corkscrew curl. This texture 
has undergone a special 3-day steaming process to create a 
tightly defined and heavily textured curl pattern.

SUMATRA WAVE: Sumatra Wave is an authentic, elongated 
wave pattern with medium luster, ample thickness, and plenty 
of body.



Shop now or find a Boutique at indiquehair.com  |  Client Care & Phone Orders: 877.556.4247

Affirm is now available in-store and online! Visit a boutique or shop online to learn more.

Exp: 1/31/20. Offer valid online, in Boutiques, or by calling Client Care at 877.556.4247. Offer based on stock availability. No Rainchecks. Cannot 
be combined with other promotions, discounts, already discounted items, items on sale/special, or Indique Rewards. Additional discount not available to 

Partner Stylists, Partner Stylist Apprentices or Authorized Retailers. Discount cannot be applied to the iKhanic Collection, SEA Collection, Remix Collection, 
Design Essentials®, or Bundle Deals.

Enjoy 10% off your next purchase 
with code FALL10% OFF

@ILOVEINDIQUE @ILOVEINDIQUE INDIQUEHAIR INDIQUE

Free to join. Easy to earn points. Fabulous benefits.
Sign up today at rewards.indiquehair.com

Already a member? Download the App and earn 150 points!


